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ABSTRACT

This document outlines the high-level architecture of a generic particle accelerator main timing
system and sheds light on the current status of development. As a result of the activities in this
project, ADAM S.A. (Meyrin, Switzerland) has adopted the ARIES development in a novel particle
accelerator for image-guided hadron therapy. This milestone demonstrates a tangible impact that
this H2020 project created.
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Executive summary
This document summarises the high-level architecture of the REDNet (“Realtime Event Distribution
Network”) main timing system based development of an innovative particle accelerator main timing
system. It aims as particle accelerators for medical and industrial use-cases. This machine-neutral
timing system has originally been conceived by CERN for the MedAustron hadron-therapy particle
accelerator facility. Technical documents and an implementation specifically for that project have
been co-constructed by companies Cosylab (contracted by MedAustron), by MedAustron personnel
and by CERN personnel. Following agreement KR2954/KT/BE007/A between EBG MedAustron
GmbH and CERN, CERN uses its knowledge and documentation to co-develop with Cosylab the
requirements and architecture for a generic particle accelerator main timing system in the scope of
the ARIES H2020 project. This new architecture and design is made available in Open Access format
under the H2020 rules as a cooperative effort of CERN and Cosylab and serves as a basis for a new
implementation by Cosylab, which is truly project neutral and which can serve the world-wide
particle accelerator community for the benefits of the entire society.
Company ADAM S.A. (Meyrin, Geneva) has adopted the ARIES development for the design and
construction of a novel linear accelerator for image-guided hadron therapy. The developments in the
scope of ARIES form the baseline for the development of the system, which is subject to a dedicated
contract between ADAM S.A. and Cosylab. This achievement marks therefore the creation of tangible,
substantial and lasting impact of a H2020 EC project for society and industry.
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Scope

The ARIES project promotes the transfer of knowledge from developments carried out in the frame
of fundamental physics research with particle accelerators to industry and society. One excellent
example for this activity is the development of a generic particle accelerator main timing system that
originates from concepts, architectures and designs that emerged from works in the frame of the Large
Hadron Collider and Compact Muon Solenoid experiment projects. It led to the development of a
timing system for the MedAustron medical accelerator project at CERN under the guidance of CERN.
An agreement between CERN and the operating company EBG MedAustron made it possible to
further leverage this work and to base the development of an open timing system for the entire particle
accelerator community on these development works.
This document captures the high-level architecture and reports on the current state of
development of a timing system for small to medium sized particle accelerators aiming at
medical and industrial applications, based on original work that has been carried out at CERN. It
accompanies the ongoing co-innovation process between CERN and company Cosylab. The
document also presents the current bill of material as a “system in the box” appliance.

2.

Overview

2.1 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This section describes the architecture of the real-time event distribution network (REDNet) based
main timing system, which is developed in this project. The system is used to coordinate the activities
of particle accelerator devices. At hardware-level, the system comprises a main timing event
generator (MTG), several main timing event receivers (MTR) and communication links connecting
the individual components. At software level, the system includes all non-real time software to
configure and operate the MTG, all real-time and embedded software needed to achieve the approved
functional and non-functional requirements as well as API components that application designers can
use at the receiver side to implement actions in response to received timing events.
The role of the real-time event distribution network is to coordinate the activity of all individual
accelerator components in order to produce beams of the particle accelerator.
Operations that are specific to the individual accelerator components under control are implemented
in the equipment under control (EUC) that resides on the receiver side, by generating actions at
precisely defined points in time. The main timing system provides the functionality to perform these
front-end control and processing actions in a synchronized way. For this purpose, the baseline
architecture is a centralized one, providing a real-time broadcast network based on a tree-topology
(see system topology Figure 1 below).
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Figure 1: Timing system topology.

The system synchronizes the front-end control devices of the particle accelerator by broadcasting
timing events from the main timing generator (MTG) to multiple main timing receivers (MTR). Each
equipment under control (EUC) that needs to receive events from the system hosts a MTR hardware
device.
General functions that the real-time event distribution network provides are:
•

Emission of timing events to receiver components

•

Emission of commands to receiver components

•

Emission of asynchronous user events to receiver components

•

Concurrent generation of accelerator cycles for virtual accelerators (a.k.a. execution slots)

•

Generation of responses to received timing events

•

Synchronized generation of accelerator cycles to a specified time grid

•

Synchronization of the entire system to a high-precision GPS 100 MHz clock
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2.2 ARCHITECTURE
The general architecture of the real-time event distribution system comprises a single main timing
generator and multiple timing receiver components that connect to the generator via an optical fanout
system (see Figure 2).
Reference
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Figure 2: Architectural scope diagram of the Main Timing System (MTS) consisting of a generator and multiple receiver units.

Figure 3 sheds more detail on the splitting of hardware and software components along the
communication path between the generator and receiver units. The system is built on top of National
Instruments computing hardware, including real-time programmable embedded communication
devices from Micro Research Finland (MRF). The system functionality is made available through the
implementation of communication protocols, APIs and a programming framework specifically
designed for timing system applications. The concept, architecture and design of the entire system
emerge from the MedAustron project at CERN. This specific development is designed and
implemented by Cosylab, aiming at a general, re-usable system that is de-coupled from a specific
application case.
Figure 4 details the architecture of the main timing generator, which is typically housed in a National
Instruments or compatible PXIe-based crate that features a general-purpose CPU and an event
generator card from MicroResearch Finland (MRF).
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Figure 3: Hardware and software components along the entire communication path making up the architecture of the system.
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Figure 4: Main timing generator unit architecture.
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The Figure 5 below depicts the architecture of the optical fan-out component. It is also based on
hardware from MRF, but the communication protocol stems from the original CERN/MedAustron
project and its design evolves in the scope of this H2020 project. Optical fan-outs can be stacked in
order to satisfy the needs of larger deployment scenarios in the order of thousands of receivers and
geographically distributed systems across several kilometres.

Figure 5: Architecture of the optical fan out unit.
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The following Figure 6 depicts the architecture of a receiver unit, which is typically implemented on
top of a PXIe-crate that hosts a CPU and an event receiver card from MRF.

Figure 6: Architecture of a typical timing system receiver unit showing the event receiver card (red) connected to the optical fan-out
(red). Hardware system components are shown in violet colour. The yellow elements indicate that also external units can be
connected to a receiver unit. The signalling over various different mechanical form factors and electrical standards can be
configured in a modular way and the system permits the signals to be configured in a flexible way.

The communication with the system is designed using a request/response scheme. This means that
the timing generator will only act if it receives a request over the supervisory interface (it acts as a
server to the requesting client). The system is designed to respond to requests received through the
supervisory interface in all defined modes of operation (e.g. clinical irradiation, service, particle
accelerator settings development and quality assurance mode).
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The timing generator provides two main control interfaces: (1) the supervisory interface implemented
on top of a protocol primarily used to allocate virtual accelerators, also known as timing system
execution slots and (2) a state machine based generic device interface through an industrial
supervisory control and data acquisition system. The supervisory interface can be used by any type
client application to interact with the system for non-real time configuration, monitoring and
operation control actions.
The timing generator also provides supervisory interfaces as an entry point for each of different
execution slots, such that the execution slots can be operated independently and concurrently, as if
there were several physical main timing systems available for the users.
The entry point into the accelerator for any requesting beam delivery system (BDS) is a software
application that manages the concurrent access to main timing system configuration, monitoring and
command functions. This application in turn acts as a client to the timing generator for a specific
execution slot. For accelerator beam generation, the user requests the system to activate a specific
virtual accelerator or execution slot on behalf of a BDS. The request is served by the MTG software
component belonging to that particular execution slot which notifies all receiver components and is
responsible for actual cycle generation.
The software component for the timing event receivers (MTR) offers an application programming
interface for the operating system, which runs on the client computer. On PXIe crates, this is typically
the MS Windows operating system, but it can in the future also be a Linux operating system. This
interface is used by device specific applications to subscribe to timing events and to
Upon reception of individual timing events by receiver components, application-specific actions are
produced in forms of electrical or optical signals on the MTR auxiliary outputs or by other, application
defined means that depend on the capabilities of the specific front-end system to control devices that
are attached to the front-end controller that hosts the MTR.
During the emission of events for an accelerator cycle, the MTG provides the receiver components
with information about the cycle that will follow next (next cycle) and the cycle which will most
likely follow afterwards (next-next cycle). This principle is used to ease caching of accelerator cycles
in receiver components. It does not ensure that configuration data associated with the next-next cycle
will not have to be replaced by other configuration data in case the next-next cycle is eventually a
different one.
The MTG communicates with receiver components by emitting timing events or commands.
Commands are used to distribute information related to the generation of accelerator cycles such as
for instance the run file provided with a “activate run” request which provides a list of sequences of
timing events that will be generated. Each receiver component can be configured to acknowledge the
reception of every command back to the MTG. This enables the MTG to be aware if any of the
receiver components malfunctioned because it did not receive an acknowledgment and also instructs
it to take appropriate actions. Whenever a timing event is emitted or received its current time-stamp
is determined by the MTG and MTR hardware and is passed to the software component where it is
recorded locally and made available to the supervisory control systems for off-line diagnostics.
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Current Functionality

This section provides an overview of the system functionality available in the current state of
implementation. The design and development work are ongoing in the frame of a now established
project contract between Cosylab and ADAM S.A.

3.1 COMMAND INTERFACE
Commands for configuration, monitoring and system control can be sent via
1. an OPC UA data point from any location within a local area network,
2. ZeroMQ based request-response communication interface from any location with a local area
network,
3. software messaging API from an application specific plugin to the timing system software
framework on the same front-end controller.
The ZeroMQ and software messaging API also provide access to timing information including
events without real-time guarantee.

3.2 EVENT SEQUENCE DEFINITION
An event sequence is a list of pairs of events and their relative time of emission. The relative time of
emission is relative to the sequence emission trigger. The timing generator software component
presents provides an OPC UA data point for sequence insertion and verification. The verified
sequence, conforming to limitations of the system, is then presented on another OPC UA data point.

3.3 EVENT SEQUENCE GENERATION
Upon initialization, the timing generator software component loads all available sequence files and
presents the list of sequences (from file or custom sequence) by name and identification number as
an OPC UA data point. The operator selects one or more sequences for emission, by sending a “load
sequence” command, listing the sequences intended for emission as the payload of the command.
The loaded sequences must then be designated for emission by sending the an “arm sequence”
command. The sequence currently designated for emission is indicated on an OPC UA data point.
Depending on the selected trigger source (trigger source can be selected via static configuration or an
OPC UA data point), the sequence is emitted by a “trigger” command, by internal periodic trigger or
an external trigger source, connected to the timing generator hardware.
Once a sequence is emitted, the next sequence from the list of sequences selected with “load
sequence” command is designated for emission, until the list is finished. The command allows
selecting either revolving or one-time emission of the list of sequences. If revolving emission is
selected, once the list of sequences is finished, the list of sequences will be restarted. In the other
case, if one-time emission was selected, the emission will cease when reaching the end of the list.
Grant Agreement 730871
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3.4 APPLICATION SPECIFIC DATA DISTRIBUTION
The system provides a channel for distribution arbitrary, application-specific data bytes from the
timing generator unit to sets of timing receivers. The data are specified as a payload of the “send data”
command. The data may also be provided via a so called “fast data interface” for implementing timing
critical data distribution.

3.5 ASYNCHRONOUS EVENT DISTRIBUTION
Asynchronous events are events which are not emitted as part of a pre-defined sequence of events,
though they may be emitted anytime according to a user’s request during an emission of a sequence.
The timing generator unit provides two interfaces for emission of such events: commands (OPC UA,
ZeroMQ or API) or TTL input signals. The event is chosen using the “emit asynchronous” command.
If the system is configured such that the asynchronous event is generated via “software”, then the
command triggers the emission of the event. Otherwise the emission is activated by a positive edge
of a TTL input on the event generator card.

3.6 CONFIGURATION OF RESPONSES TO RECEIVED EVENTS
Events emitted as a part of a sequence or asynchronously are received by the MRF EVR device cards.
The timing receiver software components lets the user configure different types of responses to the
reception of events. The responses are initially configured from configuration files, but may be
subsequently changed via an OPC UA data point. Each response interface (4 front panel TTL outputs
and PXI Star Trigger lines on the PXIe backplane) can be configured to generate a pulses or to toggle
their logic state upon reception of one of the events assigned to this response interface. It is also
possible to configure the delay and the length of the pulse response. Each of the response interfaces
may also be configured to generate a precise and accurate 100 MHz clock signal. In adition it is
possible to select a default logic state of each of the response interfaces.

3.7 FAST TIMING INTERFACE
A PXIe compatible LabVIEW FPGA component installed in the same PXI chassis as the MRF EVG
device card may reconfigure the EVG using a provided library of LabVIEW FPGA VIs implementing
a dedicated API. The API provides “write EVG register”, “read EVG register” and “read upstream
data stream” operations. By providing controlled access to selected registers of the EVG, the
LabVIEW FPGA application may configure and emit sequences, send pulse type identifiers and
receive the data send upstream by the timing receivers in real-time. A similar library of LabVIEW
FPGA VIs is provided for development of the PXIe compatible LabVIEW FPGA application installed
in the same chassis as the MRF EVR device card. The API of this library contains “wait for event”,
“receive data bytes”, “send data bytes” and “get current time” functions.
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3.8 PUBLISHING RECEIVED EVENTS
Receiver components can be configured to re-publish events as they are received. The subscriber to
events must configure the receiver component by sending an “add to publish list” command with a
payload that specifies the particular event, the subscriber wants to subscribed to. The riming receiver
software component will in turn generate a message each time the specified event is received and
provide additional information with that event (e.g. time stamp).

3.9 TIMING RECEIVER AS STANDALONE UNIT
It is possible to disconnect a timing receiver unit from the network and operate it as a standalone unit.
This comes particularly at hand during development and testing periods, when no real-time behaviour
is needed. The mode can be selected with an OPC UA data point. In standalone mode, it is possible
to execute sequences on the timing receiver. These sequences are only received by locally and no
real-time guarantees exist.
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Bill of Materials

This section presents the bill of materials for a limited-size timing system as an “appliance in-a-box”
(see Table 1). It consists of one timing generator and, for the sake of demonstration, of 30 timing
receivers. This exemplary configuration would provide triggering and clock synchronisation via 120
TTL auxiliary, electrical signal outputs (4 signals per receiver) and can serve up to 180 different
devices, which would be installed in the receiver crates (up to 6 devices per receiver unit) via the
PXIe backplane. The description does not include the external high-resolution reference clock.
Table 1: Bill of materials for a typical small-scale system configuration.

Description

Model

Quantity
1

Generator and receiver chassis

NI PXIe-1082

31

Generator and receiver controller

NI PXIe-8840 controller2

31

Optic cable

Fibre optic cable LC-LC duplex multimode 850 nm

35

SFP optical transceiver

AVAGO AFBR-57R5APZ3

70

Generator card

MRF PXIe-EVG-300 (JTP V1.2)4

1

Receiver card

MRF PXIe-EVR-300 (JTP V1.2)4

30

Concentrator chassis

CompactPCI chassis (cPCI 2 U pn. 24579-081)5

2

Concentrator card

MRF cPCI-FCT-86

5

Receiver TTL output module

MRF TTL Output UNIV-TTL7

30

Generator TTL input module

MRF TTL Input UNIV-TTLIN8

1

Model references:
1

http://www.ni.com/sl-si/support/model.pxie-1082.html

2

http://www.ni.com/sl-si/support/model.pxie-8840.html

3

https://www.broadcom.com

4

http://www.mrf.fi

5

https://schroff.nvent.com/en/schroff/compact-pci-system/compactpci-2%C2%A0u--4-slot-with%C2%A0rear-i-o-and-atx-power-supply-24579-081
6

http://www.mrf.fi/index.php/compactpci-products/82-compactpci-fan-out-concentrator-cpci-fct-8

7

http://www.mrf.fi/index.php/universal-io-modules/84-universal-io-ttl-output-univ-ttl

8

http://www.mrf.fi/index.php/universal-io-modules/83-universal-io-ttl-input-univ-ttlin
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Deployment Scenario

The following images give an impression of how the “system-in-a-box” deployment looks in the
current development environment at Cosylab.

Figure 7: Main timing system deployed in a standard rack consisting of a generator system, an optical fan-out unit and two receivers.
This development system does not feature an external high-resolution reference clock.
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Figure 8: Detailed view of the main timing generator unit.

Figure 9: Detailed view of a timing system receiver unit.
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Figure 10: Detailed view of the optical fan-out unit.
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Development activity with customer

6.1 SCHEDULE FOR THE DEFINITION OF THE CUSTOMER PROJECT
This section shows the established schedule with company ADAM S.A., who decided to adopt the
timing system development carried out in the frame of the ARIES project for the construction of a
novel particle accelerator for light ion cancer therapy. At the submission of this milestone document,
initial working meetings have already taken place and further ones have been planned in order to
perform a detailed gap-analysis on the further needs of the client that the supplier, company Cosylab
will consider in the ongoing detailed design and implementation of the system (see Table 2).
Table 2: Meeting plan between Cosylab and client ADAM S.A. for the funcionality gap-analysis and definition of the further design
and implementation works.

Date

Time

Location

20.11.2018

15:30 – 17:30

ADAM S.A., Geneva

11.12.2018

13:30 – 17:30

Virtual meeting (Skype)

15.1.2019

13:30 – 17:30

Cosylab, Slowenia

29.1.2019

13:30 – 17:30

Virtual meeting (Skype)

12.2.2019

13:30 – 17:30

ADAM S.A., Geneva

26.2.2019

13:30 – 17:30

Virtual meeting (Skype)

12.3.2019

13:30 – 17:30

Cosylab, Slowenia

26.3.2019

13:30 – 17:30

Virtual meeting (Skype)

2.4.2019

13:30 – 17:30

ADAM S.A., Geneva

The following sub-section shows as an example the activities during a first detailed analysis of client
company ADAM S.A. with respect to the further functionalities to be designed and implemented by
Cosylab in the frame of a dedicated contract between ADAM S.A. and Cosylab (i.e. economic impact
of this H2020 project).
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6.2 CUSTOMER GAP ANALYSIS EXAMPLE
This section gives an impression about the ongoing work of the customer ADAM S.A. with Cosylab
on the gap analysis and the ongoing detailed design and implementation of the system. The summary
of the first meeting is re-produced to demonstrate the working approach and to give a glimpse on the
current level of work detail.

Meeting Details
Title of Meeting:

Timing and Triggering System Meeting

Date & Time of Meeting:

20 November 2018, 15:30-17:30

Location:

A0-06, ADAM S.A., Meyrin, Switzerland

Attendees:

ADAM: R. Moser (RMO)
Cosylab: G. Cijan (GCI)

Note Taker

RMO

Present:

GCI, RMO

Absent:

-

Agenda Items (list of topics and documents to be discussed)
1.

How to implement reconfiguration of devices based on requested beam properties

2.

How to implement acknowledgement after reconfiguration finished

3.

Identify potential performance limitations of acknowledgements

4.

How to implement trigger delays that are dependent on the requested beam properties.

5.

Identify purpose and reusability of CTM, CTG and CTA MADIE plugins.

6.

Support of the VHDCI event receiver card by CTS.

Summary
How to implement reconfiguration of devices based on requested beam properties?
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Implementing reconfiguration and acknowledgement on top of CTS with the anticipated
reconfiguration of some devices at 200 Hz can be achieved with a hardware architecture as
outlined in Figure. The CTS consists of Event Receiver, UnivIO, Fanout/Concentrators and
event Generators where hardware is predominantly provided by MicroResearch Finland (MRF)
and firmware by Cosylab (CSL). CTS does not provide a reconfiguration mechanism but a data
channel between EVG and EVRs where messages from EVG to EVR are broadcast and
messages from EVRs to EVG are unicast. For implementing additional functionalities on top
of the data channel Vis for FlexRio based FPGAs are provided on EVG and EVR side.
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Timing and Triggering Generator

R
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Figure: Schematic hardware layout with a 2-level Timing and Triggering Network and the 2
types of timing receiver cards.

How to implement acknowledgement after reconfiguration finished
Acknowledgement from FlexRIO based FPGAs in the FEC to the FlexRIO based FPGA in the
Timing and Triggering Generator (TTG) can be implemented as outlined in the previous point.
The round-trip time on the data channel between FlexRIO on the TTG to the FlexRIO on the
FEC and back to the TTG is 11.5 microseconds for 15 bytes long messages using a 1-level
fanout-concentrator. Each additional fanout-concentrator level adds another 2 microseconds to
the roundtrip time.
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Identify potential performance limitations of acknowledgements
The main issues that need to be determined are any performance bottlenecks for
acknowledgements from FECs to TTG:
-

Limitations on the backplane bus

-

Limitations on the available bandwidth for the data channel.

How to implement trigger delays that are dependent on the requested beam properties.
In the current architecture delays cannot be dependent on the requested beam properties. 3
potential options have been identified:
a. FlexRIO on FEC receives Reconfiguration message and locally caches delay,

subsequent trigger/event applies cached delay in FlexRIO.
b. FlexRIO on FEC received Reconfiguration message and reconfigures delay through

dedicated API to EVR, subsequent trigger/event applies configured delay in EVR.
c. EVR on FEC receives Reconfiguration message and locally caches delay, subsequent

trigger/event applies cached delay in EVR.

Potential drawbacks:
a. additional hardware need of dedicated FPGA card if only auxiliary outputs are needed
b. additional work to implement functionality but localized to EVR in generic form
c. additional work and functionality would break separation of generic CTS functionality

and AVO specific TTS functionality.

Identify purpose and reusability of CTM, CTG and CTA MADIE plugins.
Central Timing Allocator (CTA) is a plugin for the Cosylab provided Allocator which is not
used by AVO. Central Timing Manager (CTM) is a plugin that manages timing sequences.
Analysis required if this can be reused as is, reused partially or has to be reprogrammed for the
interfaces required by AVO. Central Timing Generator (CTG) is a plugin that manages the
EVG card on a lower level. Analysis required if this can be reused as is, reused partially or has
to be reprogrammed for the interfaces required by AVO.
Generally, a TTG MADIE plugin has to be implemented adhering to the common device
interface (including allocation interface, scratchpad interface, etc.) as defined by AVO.
Reusability of the current MADIE plugins remains to be determined. An initial idea is outlined
in Figure where CTG and CTM are merged into a common plugin called TTG including the
AVO required functionality.
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Figure: Initial idea on the schematic layout of the software (related to hardware) for the TTS.

Support of the VHDCI event receiver card.
It is unclear if the current version supports this mechanical and electrical form factor. Gregor
will investigate what is supported.

Acceptance of version 1.0 by client
During execution of 1.0 acceptance following points came up:
-

EVR supposedly only supports 3 instead of 4 auxiliary outputs.

-

Potential availability of IPCore for EVR API in VHDL available for non-NI FPGAs

Actions
Ticket Action

Responsible & Deadline

1979

GCI

Subscribe to DataChannel from MADIE
197920.11.2018: Is it possible to subscribe from the
a MADIE plugin running on the FEC to subscribe to
messages broadcast by the EVG?
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GCI

20.11.2018: what is the expected performance in
regards of number of devices and length of ack
message considering that all devices respond
concurrently, i.e. time that all messages are delivered
from FECs to TTG. This includes data channel
bandwidth, message overhead on each of the two
identified bottlenecks.
1981

GCI

FlexRIO delay Implementation
20.11.2018: what is the expected delay and jitter for
option a as outlined in the meeting minutes where
delay is handled completely in the FlexRIO side.

1982

Generator MADIE Plugin Restructuring

RMO

20.11.2018: Investigate how to restructure and reuse
MADIE plugins on generator side (next meeting)
1983

GCI

VHDCI EVR Support
20.11.2018: check if CTS provided to AVO supports
the 16-port version of the EVR and check that the
existing VHDCI trigger box is not obsolete.

1984

GCI

Offer for EVR and EVG VIs
20.11.2018: provide offer for the VIs to be used in
FlexRIO for EVG and EVR APIs.

1985

RMO

RFO Update
20.11.2018: revise RFO and review CWO.

579

Timing and Triggering System Requirements

RMO

20.11.2018: start preparation of TTS Requirements
document for use cases and requirements in addition
to the CTS functionality concentrating primarily on
RT functionality in the FlexRIO FPGA:
1. Reconfiguratoin
2. Acknowledgement
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3. Sequence generation from PulseIdentifier
(from LCS)
4. Selection of L-RCS instance/room in FPGA
based on software allocation
5. How to handle dynamic acknowledgement
lists based on allocation
1986

Number of supported Auxiliary Outputs

GCI

20.11.2018: Is it correct that the EVR only supports
3 auxiliary outputs? If yes, what is the reason, and
can it be configured to have all 4 auxiliary outputs
available?
1987

GCI

IPCore for EVR API in VHDL
20.11.2018: IPCore for EVR API in VHDL for use
in non-NI FPGAs on FEC side.

Finished Actions
Ticket Action

Responsible & Deadline

Report
The following points are reported to management:


VI for EVR and EVG API are not part of the delivered product according to Cosylab.



Potential solutions identified on how to build required functionality on top.



{orting to Kintex-7 not completed as some open questions remain to be clarified.

Next meeting: 11.12.2018
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